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In 2010 the Molan was developed and 
quickly won appraisal amongst freestyle 
competitors with its dynamic hull and rails. This 
design has now been adapted for the Varun 
and the Loki.  

The Varun stretches out the design, giving a 
little extra length and lower volume ends for 
initiating vertical moves, perfect for starting to 
learn freestyle moves and those looking for 
one boat to run rivers and play on the fly. 

The Loki takes the Varun and stretches it even 
further, creating a long, slick and super slicey 
old school mover with all the benefits of 
modern design, perfect for slow blunts and 
stalls and those looking for serious vertical time.
 

MOLAN   VARUN   LOKI

This quiver of boats share the same forgiving nature, great fit, control and excellent outfitting and open up these features to down river 
playboaters and paddlers everywhere looking to bring some soul back to playtime. 

This month the release of the Loki completes the line-up of the new Pyranha playboats.
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The Molan Dynamic Freestyler
The Molan has already proved itself at the top of the 
competition scene with international Freestyle medals 
already under its belt since its recent release. This 
shouldn't surprise as it was designed with all the high 
scoring combo moves in mind. This boat loves to win 
points and more and more paddlers are using it for 
competitions worldwide. If you're not looking to win 
competitions there are still points to be had down at 
your local wave or hole where this boat is the perfect 
companion to pull off those complex combo moves.
The Molan is also a great boat for pulling your first loop. 

Loops and combo moves. Cartwheels better than other 
pure freestyle boats: 
Loops
Competition Combos
Space Godzilla
Helix
Tricky Woo
Phonics Monkey
Donkey Flips

Freestylers and playboaters - pure and simple:
Competitors
Loop Freaks
Freestylers

Park and play, Freestyle competitions:
Big Retentive Holes
Competitions
Local Play spot
Thames Weir, UK

The Varun Modern River Player
The Varun isn't about competitions it’s about pure play 
on the river. Its increased length gives it more speed and 
means it’s faster on a wave so you'll want to surf every 
one you come across. The Varun will also get you down 
the river to the tastiest features in style and safety. The 
Varun will still pull new school freestyle moves but being a 
little longer and slicier will cartwheel better than an 
all-out Freestyle boat.

All the modern play moves in a down river environment:

Flat Spins
Fast Cartwheels
Blunts
River Running

Playboaters:
River Players
New School River
Playboaters

The local play run:
Green Waves
Smaller Holes
The Local Play Run
Upper Tryweryn, N. Wales

The Loki Classic River Playboat
The Loki sees the return of the long slicey playboat - a 
'Soul boat'. If you want smooth linked cartwheels, a smile 
on every eddyline and enjoy serious vertical time then 
this is the boat for you. The Loki will carve quickly on river 
and ocean waves. Blunts will be dynamic, and vertical 
moves in the Loki will be more controlled and more 
impressive than in a short boat. The Loki is great 
downriver and the extra speed means making eddies 
and must make ferry glides easier and more controlled.

Verticle moves and smooth surfs:

Smooth Cartwheels
Slow Blunts
Squirts
Carving Surfs
Flat Spins
Pirouettes
River Running

Playboaters wanting to use river features and technique:
Old School Movers
Surf Enthusiasts
Playboaters wanting to use river features and techniques

Local play run, deep holes, every eddyline:
Long Smooth Waves
Deep Holes
Local Play Runs and Every Eddyline
Stanley, N. Wales
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MOLAN PADDLER CASEY JONES PHOTO CHAN JONES
VARUN PADDLER BREN ORTON    PHOTO CANOES & KAYAK MAGAZINE UK
LOKI PADDLER DAZ CLARKSON    PHOTO RICH TAYLOR
Loki images show pre-production prototype


